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 Abstract - Remote laser beam welding (R
laser beam cutting (RLC) are technologies that a
automated applications in industrial faciliti
contactless mode of action. The main adv
processes are the high operation speed, good pr
a tailored contour of the welding seams and cut
optimal use of these processes the laser beam 
accurately over the work piece. A common tec
of such processes is the combination of a laser
unit, a laser scanner and an industrial ro
represents a programming challenge, as the
freedom of the robot plus the two degrees of fre
scanner lead to a kinematic redundant syste
advantages of this combination, the large robo
the fast and precise motion of the laser scanne
attractive technology for improvement of wel
processes. An automated programming system 
setup is presented in this paper. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 The implementation of remote laser 
manufacturing promises many advantages, a
flexible, contactless and abrasion free tool. Es
the-fly” motion of an industrial robot combi
scanner (see Fig. 1) can increase the process s
of 3-10 compared to resistant spot welding 
achieve this required functionality, the path p
to be automated. In this paper an automat
system is presented. Firstly, the motivation f
this system is derived from the characteristic
laser processes. Then, the new path plannin
described in detail. Finally the description o
programming of the robot and the laser 
production of a heat exchanger device is discu
 
A.  Remote Laser Beam Welding and Cutting: 
Description 

A laser beam source can be used to perfo
on a work piece without the need to repl
hardware components [2]. Only process p
between welding, marking and cutting, wh
speed of the laser beam on the work piece, th
focus and the power of the laser beam amongs
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 Fig. 1 Remote laser welding and cuttin
and a laser scan

adequate path planning for the robo
essential that the speed of the lase
remains constant which directly
process quality. This is challenging
fly motion. For an understandin
algorithm introduced in this work, b
briefly described. 
 1) Remote Laser Beam We
becoming the main welding tec
production. Daimler AG was one 
used this innovative process with 
combination to improve the manuf
In order to call the process RLW,
laser beam forming optics and the w
300 mm, but it can reach up to sev
collision is minimized by the large d
and the work piece. Moreover, the l
motion of the laser beam on t
movements of the robot translates 
laser beam. Hence, process speeds 
work piece are possible [4]. More
stays stable up to inclination an
Therefore, the laser beam does not 
guided over the work piece. This 
utilized for an optimized path plann

obot with a 
d Welding 
rt 

 
ng system with an industrial robot 
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g especially for an on-the-
ng of the path planning 
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chnology in high volume 
of the first companies that 
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, the distance between the 
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long distance enables a fast 
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 A few programming methods have bee
program the system with an on-the-fly mo
system described in [3] uses a master PC to
robot and the laser scanner during the process
gets the position of the robot and calculates t
the mirrors of the laser scanner in the internal 
robot. In another approach, the robot path and
laser scanner are generated before the process
controlled by a dedicated external contro
operates the laser scanner. The robot path is t
standard robot controller unit. Both systems 
in industrial RLW applications. A remote 
without laser scanners is presented in [4]. T
guided over the work piece solely by the robot
 2) Remote Laser Beam Ablation Cutting
RLW remote laser beam cutting is a new pr
yet widely used in industrial manufacturing
process has a great potential to improve th
process speeds of up to 6,000 mm/s are possib
diameter of 50 μm the material is partly 
resulting gas pressure is used to force the mo
of the cutting kerf. This cutting process is 
removal of the material, about 50-100 μm per
laser beam are ablated. The layer by layer rem
effective cutting speed depending on the thick
piece [2]. These latter two aspects repr
differences between RLW and RLC. To 
process the working field of the laser sca
situated exactly in the same layer as th
Therefore, the inclination angles are limited 
of the laser scanner. A maximum of about 20°
 The lack of an intuitive or automated pro
combined system of the laser scanner and the
is one reason for the difficulties to apply th
industrial manufacturing [7].  
 
B.  System Setup 
 For reaching process speeds of more than
use of laser scanners is obligatory. This laser
device consists of two mirrors to position the
several lenses to focus the laser beam on the
the mirrors have a low mass and therefore a 
laser scanner can guide the laser beam faster a
precision over the work piece than an indu
laser scanner has a working field of around 3
a distance of 400 mm. In the project descri
scanner from Arges GmbH (Welding Elephan
an industrial robot from Reis GmbH & Co. KG
order to validate the flexibility of the program
was also tested with another robot (KR60 H
GmbH). The laser beam source is a 3 kW si
laser from IPG GmbH. Today, this laser bea
only one on the market which has sufficient br
[2]. The whole system setup is shown in F
difference in the controls of both systems is t
time. The laser scanner operates at 10 μs, w
robots operate at more than 1 ms. 

en introduced to 
otion [3, 6]. The 
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Fig. 1. One main 
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whereas industrial 

C.  Problem Definition 
 There are several commercial 
RLW that have already proved the
However, higher operation speeds
parameters like multiple exposures 
require new path planning strategies

An automated path plannin
combined motion of the robot and t
manually programmed at the requir
adversely affecting process qualit
path should be optimized with resp
The cycle time can be reduced to
productive process time, the laser of

Additionally, in small and me
expert for programming industri
available and the expert for the wel
has to be able to program the c
Therefore, the programming syst
usable. 

II.  GENERAL ASSUMPTION

 For the application of remote 
programming is a convenient tool t
8]. Using this programming method
instead of the motion of the robot.
description contains the geometric 
seams and cutting kerfs. Normally
coordinate frame to use the repeata
of the absolute accuracy. If the 
gathered from CAD data, best fit 
position the task with respect to the
hand the process parameters are 
geometric information. Once the
planning system can generate the 
laser scanner using the process para
 
A. General Assumptions and Simplif
 The used system setup has a fe
be regarded. Therefore, the fol
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Fig. 2 Working field of
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o a minimum, if the non-
ff time, is minimized [8]. 
edium sized enterprises an 
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lding and cutting processes 
utting and welding robot. 
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NS AND CONCEPT 

processes, a task oriented 
to program a robot [2, 4, 6, 
d the task itself is described 
. On the one hand the task 
information of the welding 

y, this is done in the robot 
ability of the robot instead 
geometric information is 
programs can be used to 

e robot [6, 9]. On the other 
stored together with the 

e task is defined a path 
path for the robot and the 

ameters. 

fications 
ew restrictions that have to 
llowing assumptions and 

 
f the laser scanner. 
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 Both, the cutting kerfs and the welding se
as subtasks in this paper. However, in ter
planning algorithm there is no difference betw
 The working field of the laser scanner 
circle. The corners are neglected (see Fig. 2). A
field is easier to handle, as the working fi
scanner can be described using only the radiu
circle and the position of its center. The cente
the tool center point of the robot. This can
quality of the process diminishes as the inclin
[4]. Therefore, the maximum inclination ang
in every direction. The inclination can also
reducing the radius, e.g. if the accessibility is 
subtasks because of the clamping device. 
 The path of the robot has to be known in
programs of the robot and the laser scanner ru
on their controllers [8]. Due to the high proces
required accuracy at multiple exposures with
diameter the robot guides the laser scanner o
(LIN-movement) over the work piece wh
progress. Short delays for starting the laser
robot would result only in a displacemen
corresponding subtask. If the robot moves 
spline curve and the start of the laser scanner 
cannot be performed, as the geometric shapes
will not correspond to each other anymore. A
work piece and the working field of the sca
exactly. The focus of the laser beam has to 
ranges in the direction of the laser beam on
inside the so called Rayleigh-Length [2, 4, 5, 
deflect the laser beam, the scanner updates th
so that the focus stays in one area (see Fig. 2
LIN-movement has to be parallel to the work
the complexity of the path planning is re
problem. As the robot has a 3D workspace an
does not need to lie horizontally, the whole sy
2,5D work pieces with the same programming
as each subtask lies solely in one planar layer
subtasks that fit slightly curved layers, the las
refocus the laser beam on the work pie
programming strategy can be used for 3D w
and the reduction does not eliminate any solut
 
B.  Concept for the Path Planning Algorithm 
 The calculation of the path for the robo
five steps according to the concept shown in 
planning for the robot (step 3) is the main c
path defines the cycle time to process the work
 1) First Step: The task is analyzed in o
the size of the task, the number of the su
processes and the dimension of the task. Th
used in the following steps to generate the pa
and the laser scanner.  
 2) Second Step: Based on the characteris
suitable system setup is recommended. The 
increased by solely moving the minimum num
are necessary to manufacture the work piece. 
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rms of the path 

ween them.  
is reduced to a 
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Fig. 3 Concept for the path plann

 3) Third Step: The path for th
respect to the task and the system
paper lies on the path planning for 
the main challenge for an optimal cy
 4) Fourth Step: Having compu
the task for the laser scanner can be
only using geometric transformation
 5) Fifth Step: The last step cont
the control. Two postprocessors, on
one for the robot, are used to transf
readable programs. The robot is the
the laser scanner. Both programs st
in order to machine the work piece. 

III.  NEW APPROACH FOR THE AUT
FOR REMOTE LASER B

 Using the described concept 
path planning for the robot. A new a
over the work piece is presented in t

A.  Calculation of the Robot’s Motio
 In this section the calculation o
is derived of a given welding and
according to the presented con
purposes, the path planning is show
a heat exchanger device (see Fig. 
have to be cut into two plates, wh
about 1000 × 500 mm2 each. Ther
moved while processing the work 
holes have a diameter of 120 mm
plates is 0.7 mm. The path plann
fundamental steps. 
 

Fig 4: Cutting of a heat exchanger plate (le
welding process (

5
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Allocation of the task to differe
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Synchronously program flow on cor

4

3

2

1

Cycle time optimized robot and l
for remote laser beam wel  

ning for remote laser cutting. 

he robot is generated with 
m setup. The focus of this 
the robot, which represents 
ycle time. 
uted the path of the robot, 
 calculated. This is done by 
n. 
tains the implementation of 
ne for the laser scanner and 
form the paths into machine 
e master system and it starts 
tart running synchronously 

TOMATED PATH PLANNING 
EAM CUTTING 

the main challenge is the 
approach to guide the robot 
this chapter. 

on 
f the robot’s motion, which 

d cutting task, is described 
ncept. For demonstration 

wn for the manufacturing of 
1 and Fig. 4). Eight holes 
hich have a dimension of 
refore, the robot has to be 
pieces. The circular typed 

m and the thickness of the 
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 Fig. 5 Definition of the “Scan Circ

 1) Scan Circles: At first the valid posit
scanner above each subtask are defined. F
computation this area is described in a circ
Fig. 5).  
 In the following, the biggest circle th
intersection area will be called the “Scan
corresponds to the area from which the la
operate. Therefore, the smallest circle, which 
subtask, is calculated. The corresponding 
derived from the position and size of the sub
of the working field of the laser scanner. If the
circle, a deviation between the Scan Circl
positions occurs. Additionally, in case the siz
is small compared to the working field of the l
relative error is insignificantly small. Having 
nearly fill in the whole working field of the la
Scan Circles for two different directions c
manually in the task description to compensa
This needs to be done for very specialized task
 Hence, the subtasks that have to be p
represented as a set of circles that the laser
cover during operation. The resulting path of 
represented by a straight line through these Sc
 2) Generation of the Initial Robot Path: 
to find straight lines in a two dimensional spa
with all scan circles defined in the task. T
sorted so that passing all center points of t
leads to the shortest way (Traveling Salesman
In order to get the initial path of the robot, the
straight line is placed at the center of the first 
direction is pointed to the middle of the seco
With the so called End Function (this functio
the next section) further Scan Circles are add
line. If a subtask cannot be added, a new lin
lines are connected with a fast point-to-point m
movement) of the robot. 
 For the cutting outs of the heat excha
initial lines are computed (see Fig. 6). The se
laser is operating, are placed at the first pos
the straight line. Thereby, the laser scanner h
in each Scan Circle long enough to process th
subtask. The processing time TSubtask of each
calculated out of its length lSubtask, its process 
its number of exposures n, according to (1). 

 
cle”. 

tions of the laser 
For an analytical 
cular shape (see 

hat fits into the 
n Circle”, as it 
aser scanner can 
covers the whole 
Scan Circle is 

btask and the size 
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le and all valid 
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laser scanner, the 
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aser scanner, two 
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ate the deviation. 
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processed can be 
r scanner has to 

f the robot can be 
can Circles. 

The next task is 
ace that intersect 

The subtasks are 
the Scan Circles 

n Problem). 
e start of the first 
Scan Circle. The 
ond Scan Circle. 

on is described in 
ded to the straight 
ne is started. All 
movement (PTP-

anger plates two 
ections, when the 
sible position on 

has to stay inside 
he corresponding 
h subtask can be 
speed vProcess and 

Fig. 6 Initial path through the Scan Circle

v
l

T
ocess

Subtask
Subtask

Pr

=

The lengths of these “laser on” sect
and the speed of the robot vRobot (2).

SRobotSection Tvl ⋅=
As TSubtask is given by the proc
changeable, lsection can be varied on
takes place, which ensures that ever
on the initial robot’s path. Exper
cannot exceed 200 mm/s for RLC, a
kerf quality until the process br
vibrations of the robot. 
 With this initial robot path 
processed, if the task for the s
transferred to the controllers accord
the concept. The cycle time for the 
not considered, yet. 
 3) Path Optimization: The opti
is only demonstrated for the first fo
path of the robot leads to the shorte
task, as the process time cannot 
visualization of the method the sub
from one line, as shown in Fig. 7
more difficult to solve. Calculati
exchanger plates is easier, as all
straight line.  
 For the algorithm presented 
convenient to use the direction of 
coordinate frame. Thereby the y di
direction as the straight line of the
the whole computation process 
directions. Therefore, in each re
known. The corresponding x value 
called offset. The path of the robot
end point, only. Now, the laser on 
their start points (y value) and lsection

 
es of the heat exchanger plates. 

n
s

    (1) 

tions are defined by TSubtask 
 

Subtask     (2) 
cess and is therefore not 
nly by vRobot. An adjustment 
ry subtask can be processed 
riments showed that vRobot 
as higher speeds reduce the 
reaks down, due to high 

the work piece can be 
scanner is calculated and 
ding to step four and five of 
whole process, however, is 

imization of the cycle time 
our subtasks. Shortening the 
est cycle time for the whole 

be changed. For a better 
btasks have been displaced 
7. This makes the problem 
ing the path for the heat 
l the subtasks lie on one 

in this paper it is more 
the robot path in a rotated 
irection points in the same 
 robot. This is possible, as 

is repeated for several 
epetition the direction is 
in this coordinate frame is 

t is defined by its start and 
sections can be defined by 

n. 
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Fig. 7 Optimization method; 
End Function (left), Start Function and final pa

 To optimize the length of the robot path 
of the sections on it three functions are nec
Function (EF), the Start Function (SF) a
Function (LF). 
  The EF defines the first possible end of
for each offset. First possible end means the l
value. The corresponding SF tells the last pos
straight line that allows processing all 
reaching the y value of the EF. Using the SF
can compute the Length Function. It yields f
offset the length of the resulting robot path. 
 The calculation of EF is shown in Fig. 7
When starting as early as possible, the first S
can be finished at the first arch (Arch1). The d
the SC1 and the Arch1 is lSection1. The possi
whole width of SC1, as Arch1 depends on 
precondition for this operation is an arch tha
with SC1 (3). 

∞−=0Arch     (3) 
 The second arch (Arch2) depends on SC
shows the first possible points in which proce
subtask can be completed. In general, Arch
points after processing subtask i can be compu
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 In (4) lSCi is the lower half of the Scan C
upper half and li is the length of the proce
subtask i. The End Function is the last Arc
defined for the valid offsets. 

( mmin ,),()(
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xxxxArchxEF i ∈=

 

ath (right). 

and the positions 
cessary: The End 
and the Length 

f the straight line 
lowest possible y 
ssible start of the 
subtasks before 
 and the EF, one 
for each possible 

7 on the left side. 
Scan Circle (SF1) 
distance between 
ible offset is the 

SC1, only. The 
at cannot interact 

C2 and Arch1. It 
essing the second 
hi that shows the 
uted as: 

)
<
+

xuSC
l

i

i

)(    (4) 

Circle, uSCi is the 
essing section of 
ch (5), which is 

)max     (5) 

Fig. 8 Cycle time optimal path th

 The calculation of EF is shown
When starting as early as possible, 
can be finished at the first arch (Ar
the SC1 and the Arch1 is lSection1. 
whole  width  of  SC1,  as  Arch1  de
precondition for this operation is a
with SC1 (3). 
 After knowing EF and SF one 
in (6). It is piecewise differentiable 
by adding or subtracting piecewise d

)( EFxtionLengthFunc =
 Therefore, the minimum of 
which is the optimal offset. In Fi
Optimized Robot Path. 
 Using this optimal offset, the f
The straight line starts at SF(offset)
in the rotated coordinate frame of 
line in the coordinate frame of Fig. 
the initially specified direction.  
 After all previous calculations, 
value left: the direction. In this i
sampling is utilized. Systematically
means to try a number of equally
direction and use the best result
Having calculated the best dir
transformed to the 3D path used for
path for the robot is shown is Fig. 8
  
B.  Calculation of the resulting path
 As soon as the optimal robot p
the scanner can be easily cal
geometrical transformation. As sho
complex movement, it is obvi
programming of the two devices i
outright impossible [8]. 
 
C.  Implementation of the Control 
 A standard industrial robot an
are used for implementing RLC 
hardware and hence no extra progr
the costs are reduced compared to [3
 The controllers of the robot and
ASCII coded programs in their
language. Therefore, the calculat
transformed into a robot program v
to  the  controller.  The  same  is  do

 
hrough the scan circles. 

n in Fig. 7 on the left side. 
the first Scan Circle (SF1) 

rch1). The distance between 
The possible offset is the 

epends  on  SC1,  only.  The 
an arch that cannot interact 

can compute LF as shown 
because it has been created 
differentiable functions. 

)()( xSFxF −     (6) 
LF(x) can be computed, 

ig. 7 this is shown by the 

final straight line is created. 
) and finishes at EF(offset) 
Fig. 7. To get the straight 
6, it is rotated according to 

there is only one necessary 
implementation systematic 
y sampling in this context 

y distributed values for the 
t created by this method. 
rection the 2D path is 
r the actual robot. The final 
. 

h of the laser scanner 
path is known, the task for 
lculated using a simple 
own in Fig. 9, due to the 
ious that manual online 
is very complicated if not 

nd a standard laser scanner 
and RLW. As no extra 

ramming effort are needed, 
3, 6]. 
d the laser scanner can read 
r respective programming 
ted path of the robot is 

via a postprocessor and sent 
one for the tasks of the laser  
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Fig. 9 Resulting path for the laser scanner. 

 
scanner. The advantage of this procedure is the utilization of 
the standard and proved control systems of the robot and the 
laser scanner. This makes the system more acceptable in an 
industrial application compared to solutions which utilize their 
own custom-built programming interfaces. 
 In this system setup the robot is considered as the master 
that starts the laser scanner once the robot reaches the first 
subtask. Then, both systems run synchronously until one 
straight line has ended. The robot restarts the laser scanner for 
each straight line movement. Thereby, the systems stay 
synchronous during the processing of the whole task. 
  
D.  Applying the Concept to a Heat Exchanger Device 
 The described programming method is demonstrated for 
manufacturing of a heat exchanger device. The programming 
of the whole system is reduced to teach the center points of the 
eight cut outs and of the two circular shaped welding seams. 
The circles were generated using predefined functions, which 
only need the center and the radius as input parameters. The 
large welding seam can be converted from CAD data to the 
task oriented programming using a best fit algorithm [6, 9]. 
Having the task description of the heat exchanger device, the 
programs for the robot and the laser scanner were generated 
automatically according to the described concept. After 
transferring the programs to the corresponding controllers the 
heat exchanger can be correspondingly machined. 

III.  CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

 Remote laser beam processing is a promising technology 
to improve the automation and quality of several 
manufacturing processes. Reduction of the process cycle time 
and the complexity of the programming are the main 
challenges that have to be overcome for an application of 
these processes. However, the combination of an industrial 
robot and a laser scanner leads to this conflict. The laser 
scanner is necessary to shorten the process auxiliary time, but 
raises the complexity of the whole system.  

 In this paper a concept was presented for the automated 
programming of an industrial robot and a laser scanner for 
remote laser beam cutting, using task oriented programming. 
The implementation of the concept was demonstrated for a 
common work piece: a heat exchanger device. Applying this 
concept the advantages of the robot and the laser scanner are 
combined to process the work piece. 
 This system can be used for subtasks that are smaller than 
the working field of the laser scanner, yet. If it exceeds the 
working field, two different strategies can be applied. At RLW 
a combined motion of the robot and the scanner can be 
realized [3, 6]. At RLC the robot is too slow. Therefore, the 
cutting kerf has to be divided into several cutting kerfs that fit 
into the working field. 
 Up to now laser beam sources that can be used for RLC 
are still very expensive and programming systems for RLC 
with an on-the-fly motion have been tested in laboratory 
environments, only. To apply RLC into the manufacturing the 
described concept should be implemented into a fully 
integrated system controlling the robot and the laser scanner. 
This is necessary to meet the safety requirements of industrial 
manufacturing. 
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